
e Minerals1 is a testbed project supported by
the UK eScience program. The project’s
aim is to create a multi-institution collabo-
rative infrastructure that uses grid

technologies to support a team of molecular-sim-
ulation scientists working together on environ-
mental science problems. Examples of work
carried out within the eMinerals project include
simulations of weathering processes, pollutant
molecules and metal ions on mineral surfaces, and
the development of nuclear-waste-encapsulation
materials. The project members’ applications show
great diversity, with a significant degree of hetero-
geneity in compute and data-management re-
quirements. The simulation methodologies
include static energy relaxation for computation of
properties and energies, lattice dynamics for ther-
modynamic properties, molecular dynamics sim-
ulations for studies of dynamic processes at

elevated temperatures, and Monte Carlo simula-
tions for studies of ordering processes.

As part of its work, the eMinerals project has set up
a mid-sized grid infrastructure, called the eMinerals
mini-grid.2 The work has been guided by several key
user requirements, including the need to provide

• support for high-throughput workflows (demand
for high-performance computing is better met us-
ing national supercomputer facilities);

• support for heterogeneous applications (unlike
other major grid projects, which tend to focus on
small sets of applications and data types);

• ease of user access; and
• proper support for data management (thus en-

abling output files to be returned to desktops
without significant overhead).

Another important requirement is that systems
management should be as easy as possible, and cer-
tainly shouldn’t require dedicated staff time.

This article describes our experiences in setting
up three Linux clusters specifically for operation
within a mid-sized grid environment. We discuss is-
sues such as installation, configuration, data
management, maintenance and management, job
monitoring, and data backup. The data-
management issue is one of the more novel features
of our clusters. We use the Storage Resource Broker
(SRB) as our primary data-management tool,3,4 hav-
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ing built the integration of the clusters with the SRB
into the design specifications; integration of the
compute and data components is critical to the op-
eration of the clusters within our grid environment.

Cluster Structure and Operation
Figure 1 illustrates the current structure of the
eMinerals mini-grid and all the other compute re-
sources (including desktop grids built using the
Condor system5) available to project members.
The three clusters are located in Cambridge
(Lake@Cambridge), University College London
(Lake@UCL), and Bath (Lake@Bath). Routine
day-to-day maintenance is performed remotely
from Cambridge, with extra assistance provided by
project members local to each cluster.

Basic Installation
Each of the three clusters is assembled from stan-
dard commodity components. They consist of 16
compute nodes, each with a single Intel Pentium

IV processor, 2 Gbytes of RAM, and a 120-Gbyte
system hard drive. The nodes are connected via
Gigabit Ethernet and controlled by a separate mas-
ter node of nearly identical specifications. The mas-
ter node also contains a RAID array to provide 720
Gbytes of data storage, which we can expand if
needed. This storage is used only for users’ files,
not for operating system files.

Few of the codes that users run on the eMinerals
clusters require constant internode communica-
tion—often, they need just bookkeeping commu-
nications at the start and end of runs. Because the
main requirement is speed and bandwidth for bulk
data transfer rather than ultra-low latency, Gigabit
Ethernet provides appropriate internode network
communications. We minimized the slight latency
penalty compared to 100-Mbit Ethernet through
careful optimization of the Linux kernel TCP/IP
configuration. We achieved an average latency of
approximately 100 !s with 64-byte packets, which
we deemed to be acceptable. The key design spec-
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Figure 1. The eMinerals mini-grid. The compute infrastructure consists of three PC/Linux clusters (labeled Lake@Cambridge,
Lake@UCL, and Lake@Bath), a similar cluster (Pond) adapted in light of our experience with the Lake clusters, a small high-
memory Apple Xserve cluster (Lagoon), an IBM pSeries parallel computer, and desktop grids (pools) built with the Condor
system in Cambridge and University College London. Users access the compute resources through the Globus and
Condor/Condor-G client tools, with security handled through the use of X.509 digital certificates. Users are prohibited from
accessing any resources via traditional login procedures such as ssh; instead, the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) provides a
single access point.
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ification is that the clusters are optimized for high-
throughput computations rather than to be run as
mini high-performance machines; eMinerals users
have access to other resources for their high-
performance requirements.

The clusters currently run Mandrake Linux 9.2
(www.mandrakesoft.com) and Oscar 2.3.1 (http://
oscar.sourceforge.net). Oscar provides all the nec-
essary cluster-installation tools as well as tools for
all basic operations such as job scheduling and
monitoring via the Portable Batch System (PBS;
www.openpbs.org) and Maui job scheduler (www.
clusterresources.com/products/maui).

Most of the simulation scientists who use the
eMinerals mini-grid use codes written in Fortran.
We provided the clusters with several Fortran com-
pilers and message-passing interface (MPI) libraries
(both MPICH and LAM implementations) be-
cause our users have found that code performance
is affected by compiler choice and MPI implemen-
tation. We also installed various math libraries, in-
cluding ScaLapac and BLACS, each of which we
installed with standard configurations.

Middleware
Running and managing computations within a grid
environment is quite unlike running jobs on stand-
alone clusters. Oscar is designed primarily for use
in stand-alone clusters, which users access through
ssh or some other direct-connection mechanism.
However, because our testbed project’s focus is on
experimentation with running production-level sci-
ence projects within a grid environment, we allow
access to mini-grid resources only through mid-
dleware tools rather than direct login. The one ex-
ception to this rule is that we allow code

developers direct access to the Cambridge cluster
via gsissh, rather than ssh, to compile and test their
applications.

We use the Globus toolkit6 (mostly employing
the v2 toolkit’s functionality, which has been prop-
agated into subsequent versions) to provide access
to the clusters. Globus uses X.509 certificate-dri-
ven authentication without requiring users to di-
rectly log in to submit jobs from their desktop
computers using the Globus client tools. Because
the middleware tools can be difficult for users to in-
stall, we’ve also installed Globus on a set of desig-
nated submit machines, to which users can log in
to access the mini-grid. The use of the SRB ensures
that users aren’t restricted to these machines to ac-
cess their data. We’ve created user accounts on
each cluster, but the users don’t know (and are un-
able to change) the passwords associated with their
accounts on the cluster machines; indeed, they
don’t need to know them because Globus provides
certificate authentication. Once jobs are submitted
to a cluster, Globus passes them on to the cluster’s
internal scheduling system. In the eMinerals clus-
ters, PBS provides this scheduling for internal job
submission, and Maui handles job scheduling until
required resources are available.

We’ve found that the direct use of Globus tools
to access the eMinerals mini-grid places too heavy
a burden on the simulation scientists. Although
willing to work with scripts for job submission, and
capable of editing scripts based on standard
“recipes,” our users have said they don’t like edit-
ing scripts that contain Globus commands. Yet, ex-
perience shows that eMinerals users are relatively
willing to work with scripts for submission to the
eMinerals Condor pools; we’ve therefore written a
Perl program called my_condor_submit to let
users write small job-submission scripts using
Condor-G, the Condor interface to Globus.7

We’ve found that the use of multiple MPI li-
braries leads to difficulties within the Globus im-
plementation. As a result, we had to extend the
standard Globus installation to let users specify
which MPI installation to use at runtime. By de-
fault, the Globus PBS interface uses an MPI im-
plementation, as specified by an environment
variable on the cluster in use. The out-of-the-box
implementation of the PBS job manager (usually
located at $GLOBUS_HOME/lib/perl/Globus/
GRAM/JobManager/pbs.pm) lacks the technol-
ogy to perform this choice. On installation, it picks
up only one PBS instance, so we extended the Perl
implementation of the interface between the
Globus and PBS job specifications to handle an ex-
tra value in the Globus job’s Resource Specification

if (defined($description->mpi_type())) 

{

if ($description->mpi_type eq “lam-intel”) 

{

$mpihome = “/opt/lam–intel”;

$ENV{LAMHOME}=$mpihome; 

$ENV{LAMRSH}=“ssh -x”;

}

... other cases...

}

Figure 2. Modified section of the Portable Batch System file (pbs.pm) to
enable use of the LAM message-passing interface (MPI). This
modification is placed near the beginning of the submit subroutine to
let users invoke their preferred compiler/MPI implementations.
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Language (RSL), specifying which MPI imple-
mentation to use. Globus then passes this extra
RSL tag to the PBS scheduler (Maui), which then
uses the specified MPI implementation.

To add the required logic to the Globus toolkit,
we added a new attribute to the file
$GLOBUS_HOME/share/globus_gram_job

_manager/pbs.rvf to define a new variable that
the Globus RSL could understand. To do so, we
added the following lines to the file:

ValidWhen: GLOBUS_GRAM_JOB_SUBMIT 

Attribute: mpi_type 

Description:

“Choose the MPI flavour to be used.” 

ValidWhen: GLOBUS_GRAM_JOB_SUBMIT

We implemented the necessary extensions to the
pbs.pm file by adding a simple switch near the be-
ginning of the submit subroutine (Figure 2).

We also changed the working directory to the
one requested by the user, and then called mpirun
with the correct syntax for MPI jobs, depending on
whether the job was a LAM or MPICH job (LAM
jobs need lamboot to be called prior to mpirun).
This involved adding the lines of code shown in

Figure 3 to the pbs.pm file at the position defined
by the first line.

These simple extensions let users invoke their
preferred compiler/MPI implementations, as-
suming that the system administrator has prebuilt
and installed the relevant combination on the
cluster.

Data Management
Given that users can’t directly log in to the mini-
grid clusters, their actions with output files are re-
stricted. If users know the names and locations of
the files being produced, they can use the gridftp
tool provided with the Globus toolkit, but users
sometimes don’t know these exact details. To meet
most users’ needs, we employed a distributed data-
management infrastructure based on the SRB.3,4

(Note that our objective is to run a distributed data
file system, which is distinct from a distributed
database system.)

The SRB provides a single logical file structure
and a single access point for users, even though
data are distributed over several locations. Every
file’s geographical location is reduced to a file at-
tribute. The SRB has a central metadata catalogue
(MCAT) server that maintains information about

if($description->jobtype() eq “mpi”)

{

if ($mpihome =~ “mpich”) 

{

$pbs_job_script->print(“$mpirun -np “. $description->count(). “”);

if($cluster)

{

$pbs_job_script->print(“ -machinefile \$PBS_NODEFILE “);

}

$pbs_job_script->print($description->executable()

. “ $args < “

. $description->stdin(). “\n”);

} 

elsif ($mpihome =~ “lam”) 

{

$pbs_job_script->print(“$mpihome/bin/lamboot \$PBSNODEFILE\n”);

$pbs_job_script->print(“$mpirun C “. $description->executable(). 

“ $args < “. $description->stdin(). “\n”); 

$pbs_job_script->print(“$mpihome/bin/lamhalt\n”);

}

}

... rest of code...

Figure 3. Modified section of pbs.pm file. This file allows support for selection between multiple installed
message-passing interface (MPI) implementations. The first line defines the point of modification.
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all files within the SRB. In the eMinerals project,
the MCAT server is located at the Daresbury Lab-
oratory (see Figure 1) and is mirrored to the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory to provide addi-
tional redundancy. In addition to the central
MCAT server, we’ve set up one storage vault on
each of the three clusters (the 720-Gbyte RAID
arrays mentioned earlier). Moreover, we’ve in-
stalled SRB client tools on each cluster to provide
full SRB access for job workflows. This serves a
different purpose from the Globus Replica Loca-
tion Service, which is much more oriented toward
replicating data to facilitate data access (see
http://www-unix.globus.org/toolkit/docs/3.2/rls).

A user job’s compute/data workflow follows a
logical sequence:

1. The user places all input files into the SRB.
2. The compute job downloads the relevant files

from the SRB to the eMinerals mini-grid
clusters.

3. The compute job executes, generating several
output files.

4. The job’s workflow places the output files into
the SRB.

This workflow is implemented in the my_

condor_submit tool, discussed later, which uses
Condor’s DAGman workflow tool.

One advantage to this approach is that the job
life-cycle process generates an archive of the entire
process, which is maintained on the SRB. This is
particularly useful for collaborative work. Users
have three ways to access the SRB:

• the InQ GUI tool for Microsoft Windows (www.
npaci.edu/dice/srb/inQ/inQ.html),

• the MySRB Web interface (www.sdsc.edu/srb/
mySRB/mySRB.html),4 or

• the Scommands Unix command-line tools (www.
sdsc.edu/srb/scommands).

The latter are invoked within the my_condor_
submit tool.

The eMinerals project is not alone in using an
SRB within a grid environment, but our applica-
tion differs in several respects from others—most
notably because the eMinerals mini-grid is some-
what smaller than other grids.9,11 Our experience
illustrates the feasibility of setting up a mid-sized
integrated compute and data grid infrastructure for
small-scale collaborations, accounting for the mod-
est system-management resources that such a col-
laboration can reasonably provide.

Universe = globus

Globusscheduler = <mini-grid resource>/jobmanager-pbs

Executable = <name of executable binary or script>

Notification = NEVER

# 

# Next line is example RSL for a single-processor PBS job

# Modifications are required for other job managers

# 

GlobusRSL = (arguments=none)(job_type=single)(stdin=<filename>)

# 

# Next lines are modifications for access to the SRB

# 

Sdir = <some directory in the SRB>

Sget = <list of input file names, or * for wildcard>

Sput = <list of output file names, or * for wildcard>

# 

Output = <standard output file name>

transferoutput = False

Log = <name of log file>

Error = <name of standard error file>

Queue

Figure 4. Template input file for my_condor_submit. The extensions provided support SRB access as part
of the job life cycle. Users simply change the values in “<...>” to relate to their own job requirements.
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User Access
Given that users must employ both the Globus and
SRB tools to manage job submission and data han-
dling in lieu of login access to the eMinerals
clusters, the main challenge in making this infra-
structure usable concerns usability issues, particu-
larly because working with the Globus tools isn’t
straightforward. To that end, we developed the
my_condor_submit tool so that users can run
jobs within the eMinerals mini-grid by modifying
a small script like the one in Figure 4.

The user provides the parameters in the angle
brackets, <...>. The assumptions here are that the
application executable is passed from the desktop
machine to the cluster, and that all input/output
files are held within one directory, called a collection,
on the SRB. We have variations of the script that
allow access to multiple collections on the SRB,
which is particularly useful when an application ex-
ecutable is already held in a directory on the SRB
rather than transferred from the desktop. In such
cases, a copy of the application executable is un-
likely to be held with the data files.

System Monitoring
To automatically monitor the large number of
compute resources that comprise the eMinerals
mini-grid, we developed a single tool with two
distinct sections. The first is the actual monitor-
ing system, which periodically queries all com-
pute resources for their queue and disk-usage
statistics by submitting Globus jobs to the
clusters and other machines within the mini-grid
(as shown in Figure 1). These jobs run queue-
querying and disk-usage commands and return
the output to the querying machine, which then
parses that output and stores all useful informa-
tion within a database. This process runs every 30
minutes, so that users have recent, if not com-
pletely current, information.

The second section of the tool displays the data
collected from the first, enabling eMinerals project
members to quickly check the status of any ma-
chine on the mini-grid and ensure that they can
target their jobs to unused resources. On accessing
this tool, the user automatically launches a database
query; the display system then presents an image
similar to that shown in Figure 5 in the Web
browser (www.eminerals.org/gridStatus).

System Maintenance and Management
Although the eMinerals clusters are reliable and
don’t require much outside intervention, compute
nodes occasionally stop responding to connection
requests from their master nodes. In response,

project members at the cluster’s location reboot the
node. If this fails to restore the node’s communica-
tions, an administrator or local project member
acting under remote supervision from an adminis-
trator performs a clean network reinstall from sys-
tem images stored on the master node. The install
images are constantly maintained, so a reinstall re-
sults in a fully functioning installation; no further
steps are required to configure the node.

In most cases, these steps will reset the misbehav-
ing node to a state in which it can again accept jobs
from users and continue as normal. In cases of hard-
ware failure, a remote administrator can perform
troubleshooting remotely with assistance from local
project members; only rarely will the local members
need more than average system experience.

We’ve also provided a redundant system disk in
the master node so that even project members with-
out computing training can swap the system over to

Figure 5. Status of the eMinerals mini-grid as shown in the system-
monitoring tool. The blue boxes represent compute resources on the
mini-grid. The computer image’s color gives a simple representation of
how heavily the machine is being used. The display of storage cylinders
represents the existence of SRB storage vaults; again, the color shows
the vault’s approximate degree of utilization.
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the backup configuration in a matter of minutes.
This returns the system to an operational state, al-
lowing other project members to connect to the sys-
tem and perform troubleshooting tasks from remote
locations, independent of the local project members.
To ensure that the redundant system disk would re-
main in a stable state and avoid propagating any sys-
tem corruption, we didn’t implement the use of a
redundant system disk using a RAID system.

eMinerals project members have written the
backup system employed on the clusters specifically
for the project, making unique use of otherwise
unutilized hard-drive space on the compute nodes.
Each night, the backup system makes an archive of
every file that each user has changed since the pre-
vious day. Once a week, the system archives every
file in each cluster’s home space and compresses
them into one or more files for each user, accord-
ing to the amount of data to be backed up.

Each compressed archive is stored on the rela-
tively unused hard drive of one of the cluster nodes.
Each week, the node to which the backup is stored
alternates in a round-robin fashion. In this way, we
can keep a complete backup of all users’ files for up
to 16 weeks before we start to overwrite previous
backups (depending on the total size of each week’s
backup). The backup system then copies all the
archives containing files that users have changed
during the current week over to the compute node
on which the previous week’s complete backup is
stored. The node to which any further backups are
to be made is then incremented, such that the next
compute node will store the next week’s backup
files at the time the backup is performed. Thus, we
can combine and manipulate the files backed up to
any node to produce any of the files stored on the
next node in the backup sequence.

Our current backup system has two potential
drawbacks. One is increased network communica-
tions because we use the same channel for internode
communications and for moving backed-up data.
However, this has not been a problem with our clus-
ters. Our approach also provides no protection from
physical risks such as fire or theft, but we believe
these risks to be sufficiently low in our situation that
we have chosen not to address it in our clusters. In
some cases, additional security is provided by plac-
ing the master node in a separate room.

The eMinerals clusters are now in use in
production mode for calculations on
iron sulphides associated with acid
mine leaching,12 studies of radiation

damage in nuclear encapsulation materials, surface-

pollutant interactions, crystal growth, and cation
ordering.13 Our project shows that it is practical for
consortia to set up and manage clusters within in-
tegrated compute and data grid environments
without large investments in support or user train-
ing. Running three clusters over three sites hasn’t
required dedicated staff effort, and it has been pos-
sible to use untrained team members to help per-
form occasional troubleshooting tasks.

As an alternative to the command-line interface
for access to eMinerals resources, we have recently
developed a Web-based portal interface.14 It gives
members access to all mini-grid resources for their
projects, including job submission, monitoring, and
data retrieval. Other members of the eMinerals
project are also developing a Web services-based
interface to Condor,15 which will give similar ac-
cess to mini-grid resources.

Both will replicate the functionality contained
within my_condor_submit, but they will bring two
main advantages: avoiding the need for users to in-
stall client tools on their desktops, and reducing the
problems experienced with communicating through
firewalls between project sites. Although we can gen-
erally address firewall problems through coordina-
tion with the relevant administrators, other problems
tend to arise because firewall policies are outside our
control and can change without notice, sometimes
rendering resources inaccessible until the implica-
tions of policy changes can be reversed. Although the
new portal and Web services tools still require cer-
tain firewall ports to be open, the requirements are
much less severe and therefore more tolerable.

We’re also planning to upgrade the monitoring
tool to automatically notify system administrators
via email when any compute nodes stop responding
to queries. The new version will also provide more
queue statistics, including actual queue status com-
mand outputs to enable users to retrieve more in-
formation regarding the status of job queues.
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